
Luxury air fresh perfume ceramic diffuser bottles

Why choose Sunny glassware

Mostly commitment to the design, never compression of quality
Sunny glassware Protect the designs of the customers strictly and all newly designed
articles from us have not been copied for three years.
The product quality is the focus in Sunny glassware. Sunny glassware Once torn down
80,000 STCS glass vessels with barely visible flaws.
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Product description

Product name Luxury air fresh perfume ceramic diffuser bottles

Sample time 1. 5 days if there is glass shape and size
2. 15 days if you need new shapes and sizes glass

Measure

Article No.: SGMK21102741
Upper diameter: 53.5 x 57 mm
Lower diameter: 68x72mm
Height: 128 mm
Weight: 270g
Capacity: 200 ml

Packaging Normal packaging, individual gift box, PVC box, window box,
color box, white box, etc.

delivery time Confirmed within 35 days of the rehearsal and the order

Payment season 30% deposit by T/T in advance and the remaining amount
against the copy of B/L

Broadcast At sea, air, according to Express and your shipping
representative is acceptable

Usage event Residential culture, wedding decoration, wedding provisions,
decorative improvement,
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Well ideal for gifts: From packaging to the inner product, the diffuser bottle is
a good ideal for current donations. It can be used on many occasions and
suitable for all seasons; vacation or some special situations are a nice place for
diffuser bottles to be used toto create an atmosphere.
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Ceramic diffuser bottles can be used with candle glasses, charming aromas
feel relaxed. You can also adapt your own label on the Ceramic diffuser bottles
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Sunny glassware are obliged to create Ceramic diffuser bottles You and your
house members can enjoy that.The specially designed ceramic bottle can
produce as a residential culture.
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Sunny glassware Offer various candle glass decorations, such as color spray,
hand color, silk sieve pressure, electroplats, laser cuts, etching, stickers and
foil applications. This decorated candle holder make your houses beautiful and
warm, full of beloved scents.

Large area of application
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Factory





Technological process







Packing & Shipping





Each candle holder is carefully packed, no turbulence damage, make sure that you
receive a good tar candle holder, protect your safety.

FAQ

1) In my first order, can you combine many elements that are distributed in a
container?

Yes, we can, but the amount of every orderly object should reach our MOQ.

2) If a quality problem, how can you regulate it for us?



If you unload the container, you have to inspect the entire load.Arrival time of the
container.

3) Why do you choose us?

1. We have extensive experience in the glassware trade for more than 20 years And
the most professional team.
2. We have 10 production lines and can produce 15 million pieces per month.We have
strict processes that enable us to maintain an acceptance rate over 99%.
3. We work with more than 1800 customers in about 80 countries.

4. We offer professional worldwide logistics service.

4) Can we get your free pattern?
Yes, you can Rehearsals are free For customers who confirm the order, but the
freight for Express is on the buyer account.

5) How about your Moq?

Different types of products are different MOQ.Small orders are acceptable for some of
the glassware in stock.

6) How many people in your F&E department?

We have 5 professional designers and you will develop 15 innovative designs per
month.

7) Can you give me a discount about the price?

The price depends on your amount.If you want a good price with a low order, you can
do more quantities at a time and leave you in our warehouse, we will keep the goods
to you until you need it.

We look forward to your request and cooperation.


